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The term ‘chemical burn’ is often incorrectly used to describe nappy rash.
Whilst the effect of the uric acid and enzymes contained in urine and faeces on
the skin could be considered a mild chemical reaction, ‘chemical burn’ is a
highly misleading description of nappy rash. A chemical burn may be the
result of an accident, misuse of products or assault, and incidents may happen
anywhere such as in the home, school or workplace.
Chemical burns are medical emergencies which occur when the skin is exposed
to a corrosive element such as an acid substance which should not come into
contact with the skin. These may be contained in cleaning products or
chemicals which are used in factories for example. Chemical burns and nappy
rash are entirely different conditions, and require different treatments.
Incidents of nappy rash have been dramatically reduced over the last thirty
years. The innovation of highly absorbent single use nappies has improved
skin health and hygiene and has contributed to the reduction in nappy rash.
Evolution in the engineering of ‘wicking’, the shaping of products to improve
drainage of fluid and the development of new materials, all serve to reduce
skin contact with the content of urine and faeces. Disposable nappies also help
to maintain skin pH in the acidic range and ensure breathability which reduces
skin damage from bacteria and Candida.
The absorbent materials in disposable nappies are widely used in many aspects
of clinical care and their safety is thoroughly established. Their ability to help
keep skin healthy is one of the main reasons for their success and widespread
use.
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